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Harald P. Nielsen Saga
by IV AN E. NIELSEN
FOREWORD
When I was asked to do a history on Harald P. Nielsen in
obseroance of the 100th anniversary of his birth, I
envisioned a relatively short sketch. It developed into much
more than that. In this paper I have documented, quoted and
plagiarized. I hope I have conveyed facts as accurately as
possible. I am especially grateful to the following for their
contributions: Vagn Duus, Inga Kroman-Kelly, Ove Nielsen,
Viggo Nielsen, and Emerald Swenson.
Ivan E. Nielsen
Early Beginnings
Harald P. Nielsen was born November 3, 1885 - the
same year Laura Ingalls and Almonzo Wilder were married
in De Smet, Dakota Territory, approximately thirty miles
southwest of where Harald was born. He was born in a two
room sod house built by his father, P. 0. Nielsen, on a 160
acre homestead two and one-half miles north of Badger,
South Dakota, on the east side of the Badger-Lake Norden
Road. The sod house was built approximately 100 feet south
of where the well was later dug. The house faced the east and
sheltered the family from the cold northwest wind. The
winter before had been extremely cold. The De Smet Leader
reported on March 14, 1884, that it was "The hardest
blizzard ever experienced in this part of Dakota."
Harald was the second child in the Nielsen family. His
Ider brother, Hans Christian, was born February 21, 1884.
Six more children were born to P. 0. and Maren Kristine
ielsen. They were Annie born January 23, 1888; Marinus
born February 25, 1890; Mary born May 19, 1893; Elna born
December 23, 1895; Holger born June 9, 1901; and Milda
born February 16, 1909.
The first few years were difficult for Maren Kristine. She
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was lonely and homesick for her family in Denmark. In a
letter to her family dated December 25, 1884 she writes of
having been ill and did not expect she would live much
longer. Her family in Denmark, in an effort to help her overcome her loneliness, arranged for her brother to visit her in
Dakota. This was probably sometime during the mid-1890s.
Before her brother returned to Denmark he decided he
must do something to make her happy and forget her loneliness. He built a chest of drawers and later presented it to
Maren Kristine. The chest - 45 inches high and 38 inches
wide - has four large drawers and four small drawers with a
cabinet in the center between the small drawers. One of the
large drawers converts into a writing table with a secret
compartment on either side. The chest was built using wood
pegs. Her brother departed for Denmark shortly after presenting Maren Kristine with this gift.
By 1887 Maren Kristine had learned to accept life on the
prairie and had even come to enjoy it. In a letter written to
her family in Denmark she wrote:
July 5, 1887
Dear Mother,
It is probably sinful that I have not written for so
long but I can give no reason. We have often had a
stranger working for us and that always makes for
more work. And now, dear Mother, I have much
to tell you that is new. I can share with you that we
have ploughed all the land so now it is ours. But we
have taken a $600 loan on it and so have bought a
new hay machine, a new machine for sowing grain
and a new wagon and now we have gotten a dandy
team of horses. A black, eight-years-old, whose
name is Tom and a bay whose name is Jack and is
nine-years-old.
Tomorrow my dear husband will go to town to
bring lumber for our new house. We hope to move
into it in about 14 days. The basement is already
set, walled with stones from the field. It is 24 feet
long and 16 feet wide. The house will be so big that
we can have a living room, and a bedroom and a
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pantry and a kitchen (and a bedroom). It will be
wonderful if only the Lord will be with us with His
greeting and preserve the house. Yes, you can believe, dear Mother, that I would like to make a trip
to Denmark so that you could see us but I would
not like to remain in Denmark. Yes, there is opportunity without comparison. Such as this is not
known even in Denmark. I can also tell you that
crop prospects are good if only our Father in
Heaven will preserve. Now you can greet my
brother, Per, and family and note that I will write
to them as soon as we get into our new house.
And greet sister from us. I would have written her
today but it is soon evening so I will need to tidy up
- before the night, but I shall soon write to her.
Greet my little brothers. And greet Anders and tell
him I am hoping for a letter. Greet Pavl and wife
and daughter and greet Anne Marie S0ndergaard
- and the mid-wife. Receive a friendly greeting
from us but first and last, dear Mother, be greeted
from my dear husband and our children. But be
especially greeted from your long-absent daughter
but who through thought and prayer is close. I
wish in my heart that the Lord will hold His protective hand over us all now and in eternity.
Maren Kristine Nielsen
Please write soon again? Can you not send me
Trine Keller's address?
(Translated by Ove Nielsen)
Off to School
Not much is known about Harald's early childhood
except that his family had very little money. Harald and
Christian took turns going to church. They had only one
pair of shoes between them and had to take turns using
them. Ove writes, (Ove is the second child of Harald and
Thyra)
The first incident in my life which I heard Harald
relate was that when Christian and he were little
boys, Maren Kristine told them early one summer
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that they would be given one penny for each basket
of cow chips they gathered that summer. The cow
chips were used as fuel for the kitchen stove. When
the boys had gathered the chips all summer and
asked for payment, Maren Kristine said that they
would need to buy a big basket of apples with
their earnings. One day P. 0. came home from
town with the apples. Each of the boys was given
one apple and told the rest would be stored in the
cellar until a given time to be specified by Maren
Kristine. At that time they would be allowed to eat
as many apples as they could. On Christmas Eve,
after they were filled with food, the boys saw
Maren Kristine bring forth the basket of apples.
She told them they could eat as many as desired
that night, and then Maren Kristine would can the
rest. That was done.
When Harald was old enough he started school. He and
Christian walked together to the little country school oneeighth of a mile west of the homestead. He soon learned
teacher discipline. When the children were seen as needing
punishment the teacher would send the offender for a bucket
full of larger lumps of coal. The disobedient child would then
be made to sit on the lumps of coal for a period of time. If
not that punishment, the teacher would have the disobedient
child sit on the floor without bracing with his hands. When
the backs became so weary the child would put one or both
hands on the floor, the teacher would step gently on those
hands.
As far as is known, Harald attended school for two terms
of six months each. Whether these were consecutive terms is
not known. He received a "Reward of Merit" card from his
teacher, J. W. Blanch. He received a second card from his
teacher, Mamie Spencer. The latter must have been the one
who taught Harald how to write the fancy "H" which
became a trademark in his signature. She used it on the card
she sent him. This may suggest he was old enough to be
consciously aware of the significance of his signature. Both
of these cards are in the possession of Harald's son, Ivan, but
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neither card has a date on it.
Harald never learned to read well. He had much
difficulty with the written language - both Danish and
English. But his talent in other areas more than compensated
for these deficiencies. He excelled in mathematics. In later
years, when figuring bids on excavating dirt for basements,
he calculated in his head the number of cubic yards of dirt to
be moved faster than others could compute on paper. Some
years later Harald attended the Danish language folk high
school at Tyler, Minnesota, for one winter. As he was not
adept at reading nor writing, he listened intently to lectures
that were given. He was especially impressed by the lectures
given by the Rev. Thorvald Knudsen.
His Love for Horses
Harald was probably 16 or 17 years old when he went to
work for Al Hewitt. He received a black and red silk scarf for
Christmas 1902 from Mrs. Al Hewitt (Ivan has this scarf.) It
was Al Hewitt who taught Harald much about horses. He
learned how to trade horses and make a profit. He learned
how to treat them for various ailments or injuries. He often
spoke of his experience with Hewitt.
Some twenty years later he became actively involved in
buying wild horses from Mr. Smiley who shipped the horses
from western South Dakota to Tyler, Minnesota. Harald
harness-broke the horses and then sold them to farmers.
Usually Harald's boys broke them for riding at the same
time. Sometimes these horses were injured in shipment and
had to be treated. Harald researched two medical books he
had for proper treatment of the ailment. These books had
been purchased from People's Horne Library and dealt especially with how to treat sick and injured animals. He also
learned how to determine the age of a horse by looking at its
teeth. The first volume of the medical books had a poem
which pretty well stated Harald's love for horses:
I love my hoss from head to hoof,
From hoof to head and tail to mane.
I love my hoss as I have said
From head to hoof and back again.
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I love my God the fust of all
And Hirn who perished on the Cross.
And next my wife and then I fall
Down on my knees and love my hoss.
For at least one growing season Harald rented land and
farmed it. He would come to his parental home on Sundays
to go with the family to church, visit with the family, have a
good meal and then Maren Kristine would send a crock full
of soup home with him to eat during the corning week.
Sometime around 1908 Harald, financed probably by Al
Hewitt, opened a dray line and livery stable in Badger.
The livery stable was so people could have their horses
stabled and fed while in town if they so wished. Ralph and
Hazel Christensen write in Backtracking to Badger 1907 1982,
The grain trucking business started shortly after the
town of Badger started in 1907. Jens and Pete Nielsen who lived on the west edge of Lake Albert
built the livery barn down at the northeast corner
of the block where the old bank building now
stands.
The two Nielsen brothers mentioned by the Christensens
were cousins of Harald. It is possible that Harald sold his
business to his cousins. Little is known about the dray line
except that when a rail car had been filled with grain from
one of the grain elevators and needed to be moved, Harald
would move the full car with a team and replace it with an
empty one. A railroad jack was used against a wheel to move
the great weight ever so slightly. Harald liked to tell that he
had a strong team and one day took a bet that his big team
could start a grain car moving without benefit of the jack.
The big horses, pulling together, strained against their
collars for what seemed an endless period and then the rail
car began to move. Harald collected the betting money.
Perhaps about this same time P. 0. Nielsen's neighbor,
Johannes Andersen, needed a farm building moved. Harald
contracted to move the building for $10.00. Andersen
thought he had talked Harald into doing the impossible and
said so to a few people. Using pry bars, Harald got the
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building onto fence posts as rollers. In that way horses could
pull the building for a few feet and then wait while fence
posts dislodged at the rear were moved to the front. When
the building had been moved some distance, Mr. Andersen
concluded Harald would be moving the building too easily
and announced he would pay him only $5 .00. Harald said
nothing but promptly began to unhitch the horses. Andersen
quickly changed his mind and said he would pay the agreed
upon $10.00.
Harald was proud of his horses and his ability to handle
them. On Sunday mornings he liked to have a nicely
groomed team hitched to a buggy and would then wait until
the largest likely number of families would be driving the
mile stretch from the cemetery and west to the church. He,
then, with buggy whip in hand would drive at a very brisk
trot passing one buggy after another. That exercise was not
much appreciated by the people whom he passed.
Courting and Marriage
When Harald was in his early twenties he began courting
the local minister's daughter. Whether he had other
romances before is not known. After courting his future
wife, Thyra 0stergaard, for a time, she went to Des Moines,
Iowa, to work as a maid. She had wanted to go to school and
learn to become a secretary but her father had strong convictions that young women should not become secretaries.
To be a school teacher would have met with his approval but
not a secretary. After she had been in Des Moines for some
time Harald took the long train ride to that city. He somehow found the home where Thyra was working. Upon
arrival he rang the front door bell. The lady of the house
adm itted him and bade him welcome. Thyra was
embarrassed. Having been born and raised on the prairie, it
never occurred to Harald to use the servant's entrance.
Whether it was at this age or earlier is not known, but
sometime during his young years Harald owned a Saxon
automobile. He didn't like it and sold it three days later. He
probably never learned to drive it.
Harald married Thyra 0stergaard on June 4, 1911 in the
North Church located one-quarter mile north and one mile
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west of the P. 0. Nielsen homestead. Thyra's father, Kristian
0stergaard, was pastor of the church and performed the
wedding. In the same ceremony Thyra's older sister, Helga,
became the wife of Anton Buhl, who had been reared in
Lindsey, Nebraska.
The First Home
Shortly before Harald and Thyra' s marriage Harald purchased a furniture store in Tyler, Minnesota. Harald's son,
Viggo, has an anvil and vice which were used in the store. It
may have been because Harald wanted to keep an eye on his
investment in the furniture store that he decided to buy a
farm near Tyler for their first home. He purchased a quartersection of land one mile west of Tyler and one-and-one-half
miles south of Highway 14. The farm was purchased from
C.P. Mortensen. It was an unusual farm in that there was an
underground tunnel from the small house to the barn so that
Mortensen did not have to become exposed to inclement
weather when he did the chores. Harald was not aware of the
tunnel until one day when one of his horses fell through the
tunnel. After that it was filled in. The eldest son, Arne, was
born on this farm in 1912. Twenty to twenty-five years later
this farm became a lovers' lane for some of the youth in the
neighborhood. It became known as Skunk Hollow and
hosted many watermelon parties for the youth including the
sons and daughters of Harald P. Nielsen and Anton Buhl.
Though he was born in America, Harald tried to keep
close ties with his relatives in Denmark. In a letter sent a few
months after his wedding he writes:
Tyler, Minnesota
16 November 1911
Dear Uncle,
Now we have been waiting a long time for a letter
from you but no one has received any since the one
we received for our wedding. We answered that
letter immediately so that we might hear from you
quickly again, but then maybe you are so busy you
don't have time to write. We have a picture for you
but we are reluctant to send it until we hear from
you because we don't want to send it to the wrong
address.
_ _
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So you had Mads Bollesen visit you. He brought a
package but he doesn't know who gets it. But we
thank you many times for whomever it is for,
whether it is for us or it is for mother. We would
like to have you write something about it the next
time you write to us.
Now I must share with you the bad news. Father
and mother were here visiting us for about a week.
Then they traveled to Arlington and the evening
they arrived they went to Anna's. She lived nine
miles south of Arlington. That same evening our
dear mother made a mistake. She wanted to walk
into the living room but mistakenly opened the
wrong door. She fell into the basement and broke
her left leg above the knee. They had two doctors
there the first night. It was a traumatic experience
for her and for father. Jens, Anna's husband, and
father had to stand and pull on mother's leg for one
hour and fifteen minutes so that the leg could be
pulled into place again. Now she is lying in a cast
and has a large stone as a weight to pull on her leg
to keep it from becoming shorter than the other leg.
They phoned for all the children to come because
Mother wanted to talk to them. I received the information in a letter. Immediately I hitched up a
couple of horses and drove out there. It is sixty
miles so it got to be a rather long trip. I was happy
to do it because I wanted to see mother and because
it pleased her to have me come. You can be sure she
had a sad 50th birthday. She has to lie in bed with
traction for eight to ten weeks and can't go home
this winter. You can be sure our dear mother is
suffering. We will all pray to God our Father that
that He will give her strength during this difficult
time. She has suffered many times but she says this
is the most difficult.
I asked my dear wife if she would write to you
while I drove out there but she didn't have your
address so she naturally couldn't write to you. I
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imagine I will soon drive out again to visit our
mother.
Now you must surely write to us. But first you
must write to our dear mother. You can be sure she
often speaks of you and that you live on the other
side of the large ocean. Greet everyone and tell
them to write to mother. You can be sure she likes
to hear from you and she needs your support.
Now again I send you greetings from Mother and
me and from my dear wife. Write as soon as you
can and pray for mother.
When you write to mother, her address is:
P. 0. Nielsen
Arlington, S.D.
cl o Jens Steffensen
R.F.D. #2
/s/ Harald P. Nielsen
R.F.D. #1
Tyler, Minn.
P.S. Many greetings to all in your home from
Thyra.
(Translated by Ivan Nielsen)
Back to South Dakota
On March 1, 1915, after selling the furniture store and
the farm in Tyler, Harald, Thyra and Arne moved back to
South Dakota. They purchased a farm one-half mile south of
the North Church. This farm had once been a tree claim.
Under the Tree Culture Act as amended in 1878 a person
could homestead 160 acres of land by planting trees on 10
acres and then maintaining them for five years. Harald and
Thyra built all the buildings on that farm. The buildings
were well built. The house, even today, is one of the very
attractive farm houses in the community. Harald probably
farmed the land well for he must have made some money
during the few years there.
While living on that South Dakota farm, Harald was
called for jury duty in De Smet, the county seat. He rode
with the mailman approximately 10 miles south to Hetland.
From there he rode on the Chicago and Northwestern Rail-90-

way to De Smet. Returning after jury duty he simply
reversed the procedure. Jury duty had been a high point for
Harald. He felt he had been a part of an important process.
In South Dakota Ove was born in 1915, Viggo in 1916
and Ivan in 1918. All births were at home. During the South
Dakota years Thyra had a hired girl part-time and a nursemaid part-time. Ebba Christensen was nursemaid for Ove in
1915. Ebba later married Axel Bach who met Ebba for the
first time at Harald's house. Axel's and Ebba's daughter,
Irene, is married to Harald's son, Ivan. In 1915 Thyra and
Ebba each gave the other a serving bowl for Christmas. Ivan
has both of these bowls.
Back to Tyler
March 1, 1920 the family returned to Tyler where Harald
and Thyra purchased a quarter section of land. Animals and
machinery were sent by rail. The family also went by train.
Upon arrival at Tyler the family stayed at Anton Buhl's
home, diagonally to the southeast across the section from
Harald's land, until the house one mile west of the cemetery
could be occupied. Harald rode a black horse, Dick, between
the Buhl and Nielsen farms during the first days. He slept
alone in the Nielsen house.
Viggo tells that Harald and Thyra traveled with horses
and buggy from Tyler to Badger, South Dakota to visit
family and friends. On one such trip they decided that on the
return trip to Tyler they would detour to Lake Oakwood and
have a picnic lunch. They were driving Dick, the black
gelding, grandson of Dan Patch, and a bay horse. When they
left the main road, Dick became ill and was holding back.
Harald was concerned and wondered how he would get both
horses back to Tyler. They ate their lunch and started driving.
When they reached the main road, Dick perked up again and
was ready to run. He evidently thought they had been on the
wrong road on the way home.
At Tyler, Milton was born in 1920, Naomi in 1922,
Norval in 1924, Erling in 1926 and Mary in 1928. Ruth joined
the family when she was two or three years old probably in
1924 or 1925. She was adopted very soon after corning to the
Nielsens. Again, all the children were born at home.
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Margaret 0llegaard was the midwife.
Christmas 1920 Harald sent a letter to the family in Denmark:
Tyler, Minn.
5 Dec.192O
Dear Uncle Jacob and family,
It is about time I write if you are to receive- this
letter by Christmas.
Since Christian Bollesen came home he has been
out here most of the time.
We are in the process of building a new barn. It is a
lot of work because we are using all the old barn to
build the new one. The barn will be 50 feet long, 48
feet wide and 31 feet high. There will be room for
many cattle and a lot of hay. I have built a new silo
but you probably don't know what that is. It is
used to store fodder for the cattle. In September
we harvest the green corn, cut it in the silage cutter,
then fill the silo. It is a round building 14 feet in
diameter and approximately 36 feet high. When we
finish the barn, we will begin building the hog
house. It will be 26 feet by 40 feet so I imagine we
will have work for awhile yet.
You have, no doubt, heard that the South Jutlanders have taken Pastor Knudsen from us so now
our school (folk school) stands empty. I am a
member of the folk school board and this makes for
considerable head work. It is nearly impossible to
get a man to fill this position (Director of the Folk
School).
We had a little boy last spring. He is number five
and they are all boys. He is eight months old and is
a little strapping fellow. His name is Milton.
Thyra's sister has been elected editor of the synod's
children's publication (Child's Friend). We have
sent a subscription to your children and to Uncle
Anders' little girl as a Christmas present. We
thought it would make them happy to receive a
publication from America. Now we wish all of you
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a Merry Christmas and a Blessed New Year from
all of us.
Is / Harald P. Nielsen
Greet Uncle Anders and all the other relatives.
(Translated by Ivan Nielsen)
The Folk School
The folk school at Danebod received support from the
local folk school association. It was largely an alumni association. Not long after returning to Tyler, Harald became the
treasurer of that organization. As money for the folk school
was hard to come by, Harald spent many winter days driving from farm to farm with team and cutter to seek funds on
a donation basis. Once he reported to the family that one
man near Arco, Minnesota, had given the considerable sum
of $10 .00. Usually amounts given were somewhat less.
Harald liked to serve as a member of the Folk School Association board. Within a few years he was its chairman, an
office he likely held for many years both when the folk
school was in operation and when it ceased to be.
During the years he was president of the Danebod Folk
School Association Harald, with the help of his sons, spent
many days keeping the folk school building from going into
total disrepair. This meant work without pay of any kind
and included cleaning the septic tank and much else. It also
meant asking Rasmus Sorensen to do mason work when
plaster would plunge to the floor in one of the rooms.
During the depression years Harald got a W.P.A. project
going at Danebod to remove all the dead trees and to plant
ash trees which were brought in from the Victor Jensen farm.
At this same time he also planteµ trees at the fairgrounds.
The dead trees were grubbed. Someone dug a trench around
the tree, cut the roots with an ax, then a rope was tied near
the top of a tree with the other end tied to the double-tree so
a team of horses could pull the tree over. As the tree was
pulled, uncut roots would be chopped until the tree fell to the
ground. The tree was then sawed for firewood to be used by
different people. The holes for the new trees were dug in the
fall before the ground froze. In the same manner, a trench
was dug around the new trees at the Jensen farm in the fall of
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the year before the ground froze. When the ground was
frozen a jack was used to loosen the tree in the ground and it
was then pulled by horses onto a stone boat and then onto a
wagon for transport to town. Only one tree on a wagon. The
trees were placed in the holes prepared for them, watered,
and left until spring when they were watered again and dirt
was filled in more firmly. Many of these trees survived and
still stand at both Danebod and the Fairgrounds. Harald also
got a project through to restore the old stone hall. The
plaster was loose and much work needed to be done. When
the job was finished, a bottle containing the names of all
who had worked on the project was placed in the cornerstone of the building. Harald and his son, Viggo, have their
names on this list.
A few years ago Pastor Enok Mortensen referred to
Harald as one of the real Danebod pioneers. He was hardly a
pioneer there but he did much in his time to keep beloved
buildings from collapsing. His reward had come earlier as he
listened to lectures of people such as C. P. H0jbjerg and
Alfred C. Nielsen.

The Buildings
All the buildings on the farm west of Tyler needed
replacement. A barn was built by Christian Bollesen. A hoghouse was also built. In 1924 came a new chicken house as
well as the new house. The family lived in the chicken house
while the new house was built. The house was quite large 28 feet by 28 feet. There was a full basement including an
extension to the northwest which was used for potato
storage and storm cellar when needed. The basement had a
large pantry used for storing canned foods, a large furnace
for central heating, a coal room, and a large open area where
the washing machine and a one-cylinder gasoline engine to
power it were located. Later on the washing machine and
gasoline engine were replaced by an electric washing
machine. Next to the north wall was a pedal-driven emory
wheel used to sharpen sickles for the binder and hay mower.
Often Harald held the sickle while one of the boys supplied
the power. The basement was extended to the east under the
sun porch. This area was the cistern and was used for storing
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rain water. The septic tank was deep underground on the
north side of the cistern. The first floor had a bedroom,
kitchen, pantry, entrance hall, livingroom, sun porch and
parlor. The latter was seldom used except on Sundays and
special holidays. This was the only room in the house with a
rug large enough to reach almost wall to wall. The second
floor had four bedrooms, a hallway and a bathroom. On the
top floor was the attic which was used to store many things.
Prosperity
In the early 1920s Harald arranged for a state loan from
an agency known as Rural Credit. He borrowed $12,000.00
with which to put up necessary buildings and for other
needed expenditures. Repayments were to be made in the
amounts of $375.00 each fall and spring. All went well.
There was great prosperity. Harald purchased a new table
model radio with many colorful lights for Thyra. The radio
sat on the shelf by the east window in the livingroom. This
was Thyra's first exposure to soap operas. On Saturday
evenings in 1929 the children crowded around the radio to
listen to Admiral Byrd broadcast from Little America at the
South Pole. There was usually so much static that no words
were understood but that didn't seem to matter. What really
excited the children was that the broadcast originated at the
South Pole.
Harald and Thyra planned family vacations for every
two years. The first vacation was at Big Stone Lake near
Ortonville, Minnesota. The second at Green Lake near
Spicer, Minnesota.
Not long after coming to Tyler, Harald purchased a
Dodge touring car. This was followed later by a 4-door Dodge
sedan with all glass roll-up windows. Most of the cars he
owned were Dodges although a Chevy did slip in one time.
The Depression and Drought
The economic crash of 1929 changed the life style for
many and especially for the farmers. Harald was no
exception. The great drought of the 1930s followed almost
immediately. Fertile soil became dust bowls. Harald's sons
used handkerchiefs for dust masks while dragging the fields.
Strong dry winds burned the grain before harvest. Grass-95-

hoppers destroyed hundreds of acres of grain almost overnight. Cattle died from starvation. Horses died from sleeping
sickness. Bills could not be paid. Many farmers lost their
farms through foreclosure. Harald nearly lost his. Their
credit was nearly ruined. Thyra could not charge a nickel
cake of yeast at the local store. Harald had so many surgeries
the doctor threatened to sew in hooks and eyes. One evening
Pastor Strandskov was called to the farm to serve communion to the family. Harald went to the hospital the
following day for gall bladder surgery - perhaps thinking
he would not survive. It was a cold wintry day. The family
was short on supplies. Lars Bollesen called and asked if there
was anything the family needed. "We have no coal for the
furnace," Thyra informed him. Lars hitched a team of horses
to the lumber wagon, drove to town and was soon at the
Nielsen place shoveling two tons of coal into the furnace
room in the basement. Coal for the furnace was a luxury.
Much of the time flax straw was used for fuel. One year,
when corn was nine cents a bushel, whole ears of corn were
burned in the furnace.
In spite of all these hardships, Harald seemed to find a
way to provide. He bought a horse powered hay baler. Then
he went throughout the area buying straw stacks for five
dollars a piece. The straw was baled in the winter time,
hauled to town, loaded on the train and shipped to South
Dakota. Harald sold the straw for ten cents a bale.
Harald's son, Viggo, tells of one morning when Harald
and the boys went baling. One team of horses was kept at
Mr. Beck's farm five miles north of Tyler. Harald hitched the
second team to the wagon and with everyone on board
drove to the Beck farm to begin baling. It was probably still
dark. Harald usually managed to be ready to start work at
sunrise. When he arrived at the farm, Mr. Beck came out and
yelled, "Harald Nielsen, are you plumb crazy?"
Harald replied, "Not that I know of."
"Well, it's 20 below zero and if you think I am going out
and bale straw today, you are crazy."
It ended up that everyone went out and baled until four
o'clock in the afternoon. It was usually extremely cold when
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the crew went baling. Another source of income during the
winter months was money earned by Harald and one of the
boys when they went to Dead Coon Lake and helped ½'alter
Magandy put up ice. The ice was sawed in the lake. loaded
on a truck and hauled to town and stored for summer use.
Road Work
Vagn Duus writes,
After the tornado in August 1918 caused a great
deal of damage in the city of Tyler, my father,
Kristen Duus, opened a gravel pit on his property a
mile south of town. In the reconstruction period
following the tornado there was a great need for
gravel for foundations and the many brick buildings erected. The gravel industry led into other
things as well. In the boom years following World
War I, the farmers began draining slough holes
scattered everywhere. Tile industries arose and
needed gravel. One was begun in Tracy, Minnesota, thirty miles east of Tyler. The Tracy Tile
Industry contracted with Kristen Duus to ship a
couple of carloads of gravel per week.
Since it was the days before tractors and trucks all
transportation and labor was with horse and manpower. A train box car held betv,;een -10 and -15
loads of gravel. A man and team could haul about
six loads per day. There was a good ton of graYel
on each load. Kristen Duus alone had three teams.
A couple more teams could be used so Harald Nielsen came in with sometimes one and other times
two teams. Arne. the oldest of Harald's children. in
his early teens drove the one team. Harald was then
in the prime of life. He was strong and a hard
worker. In the years that followed. Harald Nielsen
and Kristen Duus worked closely together helping
each other.
Harald and Kristen worked together hauling graYel when
Kristen maintained the county roads and Harald the federal
highway.
Ove writes.
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Harald smoothed the road with team and grader
for about 8 miles, mowed the ditches and hauled
gravel where needed to replenish when some had
been washed away. When he first began that work,
all the turns on the stretch of road were at a 90
degree angle. Sometimes drivers would not see the
sign announcing a turn in the road and many a car
turned over when the driver discovered the turn
too late. P. F. Sterry, highway superintendent
from many miles away, arranged for Harald to
build the sharp turns into curves that could more
easily be negotiated. Harald seldom needed a transit compass. He had an uncanny ability to see
where earth needed to be placed in order to build
the desired curves, and the team and scrapers
moved accordingly. One of the less pleasant road
work tasks was erecting snow fences in the fall and
removing them in the spring.
Electricity
In about 1927 eight farmers gathered at the home of
Harald and Thyra to discuss building an electric line out
from the village of Tyler. The outcome of the meeting was
that each farmer pledged to cooperate and pay a proportionate share for the poles, wire, etc. - all things necessary to
bring electricity from the village power plant to the eight
farmers. Each farmer would provide his own transformer
and arrange for wiring his own buildings. After completion
the poles and wire would become the property of Tyler
village with the understanding that Tyler village would
provide electricity at normal cost for ninety-nine years.
Harald's and Thyra' s house had been wired for electricity
when it was built, but the outbuildings had not. Peter Hansen did this and on a given evening at six o'clock he turned
the switch on and the eight farmers had electricity many
years before REA became available to people in the rural
areas.
Sleigh Riding
Sleigh riding was a great sport for Harald. He liked to
hitch the horses, put the sleigh bells on them and take people
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for sleigh rides. In the 1920s Harald sometimes used horses
and bobsled when taking the family to the Christmas Eve
services at Danebod Lutheran Church. The horses were
stabled during the services in the farmer barns east of the
church near the Kristen Duus home.
In the 1930s Harald provided horses and sleighs for sleigh
rides for school children. Often times three rigs were used
even though this meant borrowing bobsleds from the
neighbors.
During snowstorms and blizzards school children were
often dismissed early from school to enable them to reach
home safely. On such occasions Harald was always ready to
assist with horses and sleigh. One day during 1936 Harald
was called by the school during a severe snowstorm and
asked to take the children in his neighborhood home. Viggo
writes,
When the load got smaller Harald hitched the
horses to the little bobsled and took off again with
the Sigurd Kruse children and the Anton Buhl children. The Kruse children were safely delivered, but
as Harald was going toward the Buhl farm the
sleigh broke. Harald tied a big robe to the top of the
front runners and then had the three Buhl boys
walk under the robe behind the runners. When he
started driving again he went off the road and as he
came to the Chris Rix farm he discovered he had
come in across the trees west of the Rix farm. The
trees were about 20 feet tall but completely covered
with snow. They made it to the Buhl farm where
Anton and Helga begged him to stay, but he
refused. The telephone lines were down and the
family at home would not know where he was.
Harald was not a real lover of dogs. That day the
dog followed along and as Harald went west from
the Buhl farm, passed the Rix farm, and on west he
missed the intersection where he was to turn north.
The snow blinded him and he continued west toward the Fro de Kruse farm. As he proceeded west
the dog lay down in front of the horses and
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wouldn't move. Harald stopped and threw the dog
out of the way. The same thing happened again.
Then Harald realized the dog knew he was lost. He
turned back and when he reached the corner the
dog turned north and led the way home. Needless
to say, Harald was a dog lover from then on.
Oftentimes the local physician, Doctor Vadheim, made
house calls. In the winter time roads were sometimes blocked
by snow during a raging snowstorm. The doctor had a
compulsion to see his patients no matter what the conditions
were. He called Harald who hitched his fastest team to the
doctor's cutter and drove to pick up the doctor. The cutter
had velvet cushion and upholstery. When Harald was too
tired to do the driving his oldest son, Arne, drove. Viggo
writes that when the doctor and his driver had to go on a
long trip, Dr. Vadheim would say, "Take it easy Harald because we have a long way to go."
One time Harald was called and when he stopped in front
of the clinic Dr. Vadheim came running out, jumped on the
sleigh, grabbed the whip, hit the horses and said, "Harald,
this time we have to move as fast as we can."
They urged the horses into a fast gallop and drove that
way until they reached the Andrew Andersen farm about six
or seven miles southwest of Tyler where twins were born a
short time later. Harald said this was the only time the
doctor told him they had to hurry. Harald's trips with the
doctor often took him as far away as Balaton some 15 miles
to the east of Tyler.
Farming

From the time Harald and Thyra moved to Tyler in 1920
until the farm was sold during World War II, Harald farmed.
Sometimes it was on a large scale for that time and place. In
addition to farming the home quarter, he rented Walter
Magandy's forty acres two miles west, Martin Jensen's
quarter one-half mile north and Croston's farm one mile
north and one mile east. Croston's farm was 200 acres.
During the 1930s Harald purchased some land and rented
some at Badger, South Dakota. One parcel he acquired was
his father's one-quarter section which had been homesteaded
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earlier. One tractor and heavy equipment for the tractor
were purchased in 1936. The tractor and equipment were
used in all the farming even though the land in Minnesota
and South Dakota was 75 miles apart. In addition twenty
some work horses were used to farm the land.
Sometimes Harald was called upon to "witch" water for
farmers whose wells had gone dry. The local well driller did
not believe it was possible to "witch" water. Nevertheless,
when everything else failed, he called Harald. On one
occasion Harald was busy harvesting grain when a farmer
from Ruthton came and begged him to come immediately
and find water for him. Harald was reluctant. Harvest had to
be taken care of. He would come in the evening after the
day's work. The farmer pleaded with him saying the well
driller had made several attempts and failed and was ready
to leave his place. Harald agreed to put the horses in the
barn, drive to the farm several miles away, witch for water
and, if he found water, charge him $10.00. If no water was
located, there would be no charge. Harald did his job and
left. Nothing more was heard from the farmer. A couple of
years later Harald went to Ruthton to buy seed grain from a
farmer. While he was sacking the grain he asked the farmer if
there had been difficulty locating water on this farm a couple
of years ago. The farmer replied, "We had a terrible time,
but a farmer from Tyler came and witched water and now
we have the best well in the area." Needless to say, Harald
took the $10.00 out of the seed grain purchase.
County Fair
One of the highlights of the year for Harald was the
annual Lincoln County Fair. During the 1930s Harald was
security guard at the fair. To do his job as efficiently as
possible, he rode a horse. The horse was a well trained
beautiful black. No matter where Harald was or how many
people were around he could dismount, drop the reins, go
about his business and the horse would remain on that spot
until Harald returned. Harald had a second job at the fair.
This was to signal the start of every horse race. In those days
the horse races were one of the main attractions at the fair.
During the first few years of racing, horses were given a
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running start. It was Harald's job to make sure all the horses
were even when they came to the starting line. If the rider
didn't hear him yell "Go," he would assume the horses had to
come back and start over. Later on, horses began from a
standing start. Harald usually performed his duties from the
judges stand about 10 feet above ground.
It was not unusual to have one or more of Harald's sons
riding in a race. The track was one-half mile long. In one
race of 1936, four of the five jockeys in the race were Nielsen
brothers; namely, Arne, Viggo, Ivan and Milton. Arne rode
Tiseth, a Canadian race horse; Ivan rode Josephine, a little
swayback, owned by Elmer and Lloyd Christensen from
Hendricks and trained by Ivan. Milton and Viggo rode
horses imported from other areas. Tiseth won the race and
Josephine was second. Harald, no doubt, chuckled to himself
during that race.
Harald sometimes liked to engage in the unusual. Each
year Nielsens entered their two ponies in the pony race.
When one of the ponies, a brown and white called Flory, was
old enough to retire, Harald thought it would be exciting to
have her run the race without a rider. This she did and came
in third.
Retiring from Farming

During World War II Harald and Thyra sold the farm
and purchased a house in Tyler. This house is presently
owned by Arnold and Agneta Buhl. In 1948 Harald and
Thyra built the laundromat in Tyler and soon moved to the
apartment above the laundry. At this time Harald again
became involved with Dr. Vadheim who contracted to have
Harald do the laundry for the hospital.
Thyra had suffered for many years from a severe case of
asthma. Her condition gradually worsened. She and Harald
moved from place to place seeking relief for her. They lived
in Ohio, California, and Montana. On February 29, 1952 her
heart weakened and she died in Plentywood, Montana, with
Harald and Ove by her bedside.
Harald operated the laundry for a few years, but became
a very lonely person. When he was in Tyler, he was lonely
for the children. When he was with the children, he was
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lonely for Tyler. He suffered several minor strokes. On September 25, 1956 he died at the Tyler Hospital while Ove was
at his bedside.
On December 7, 1963 Ove received a letter from Hans
Kroman, a neighbor of Harald's and Thyra's, who was distraught over what had happened to the Nielsen farm.
Tyler, Minnesota
December 7, 1963
DearOve,
I have just returned from an auction which I think
will be of interest to you since it involves your old
childhood home west of Tyler. The farm has for
for many years been owned by a man in Iowa,
who, I believe, is himself an auctioneer. He has,
during this time, either rented the land to neighbors
or sometimes had a farm family living in the house.
Other times it has been empty.
Now he has given the farm to Northwestern
College of Orange City, Iowa. And it was that
institution that held the auction of the buildings
today, all of which must be removed by April 1.
The big house sold for $460. The barn with a big
new "lean to" on the south side for hay sold for
$250. The pighouse went for $107.50 and the rest of
the buildings went for a song. (The silo was not bid
on at all.) Everything together brought less than
$1000.00.
But that wasn't all. The auctioneer had the owners
clear every single tree that you folks had planted
and pile them up west of the house to be burned off
when the house has been removed.
And another thing: Since Northwestern College is
owned by the Christian Reformed Church, the land
becomes tax free, which is to say that Hope Township is deprived of several hundreds of dollars of
taxes because, as you know, church property is tax
free. As assessor in Hope Township, I am not
happy about that; taxes for the rest of us will
simply go higher.
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But the fact that another home is leveled along with
the rest of the farm is a rank scandal! Homes are the
foundation upon which society is built and when
they fall, one after another, society is undermined
and, thus, communism and other undesirable systems tend to be encouraged.
Yes, I thought you should know this even though,
like the murder of our highly regarded President
Kennedy, it doesn't contribute to the enhancement
of the Christmas spirit.
Here we are doing reasonably well, considering
that our entire harvest, one of the best, was completely ruined by the worst hailstorm in memory on
July 18. Not a single kernel was spared south of
Tyler. Buildings were also damaged in places.
~ow Karen and I send to you and yours our best
wishes for a Merry Christmas and a blessed and
atom-free New Year!
Your friend,
Hans
They are building an "addition" on the Tyler
Hospital.
(Translated by Dr. Inga Kroman-Kelly)
Inga wrote on February 12, 1985,
You may recall that my sister Elsie spent much of
of her life in the hospital for crippled children in St.
Paul. During Christmas of about 1935 she was
undergoing a series of operations on her knees for
pins to be inserted so she could walk more easily
with crutches. Suddenly, as would happen in those
days, she became critically ill with pneumonia. My
father rode a freight train to the Cities all night to
be with her - it was January and bitterly cold. He
couldn't afford to stay at one of the homes close to
the hospital so he went back to Minneapolis at
night to stay with his brother. When the hospital
called at 4 a.m. one morning to say that Elsie was
dying, it was 20 degrees below zero and my uncle
couldn't get his car started. Elsie was dead when
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they finally got there. These were depression days
and my father writes:
We had no money with which to pay for her
funeral. But one man who was always ready to
step in when anybody was in need, Harald
Nielsen, took hold of the situation as soon as
he heard of Elsie's passing. He saw to it that we
got a lot at the Danebod Cemetery for $25.00
(about 1/4 of the ordinary price), other neighbors dug the grave and Harald collected
money from neighbors and friends to pay for
the funeral. And afterward he sent us a statement marked "Paid in full ."
Dad goes on to write
Don't ever think you can manage without
neighbors and friends. You just can't.
Harald and Thyra were very interested in the church.
They attended worship every Sunday while the children
were in Sunday School. Occasionally, Harald thought it
necessary to harvest grain instead of going to church. Thyra
always rebelled at such decisions. However, none of the
children was ever deprived of attending worship service
because of work. Both Harald and Thyra participated in and
enjoyed the District Conventions and an occasional synod
convention of the American Evangelical Lutheran Church.
Both may have been saddened by the merger into the
Lutheran Church in America but neither would have
opposed it. Both appreciated their Danish heritage and their
pioneer experiences. Both knew that out of the experiences of
the past come the strength for the future. These strengths
now belong to their children and grandchildren and generations to come.
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